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Working with Difficult Supervisees
This one-day supervision course is the first of a series of online supervision courses,
organised by the Danish Society for Analytical Psychology in cooperation with the
Jung Institute, Copenhagen. Each time we will invite a well-known international Jungian supervisor who will give a lecture and lead a master-class. In addition to this there
will twice during the day be breakout groups with supervision of supervision, lead by
experienced Jungian supervisors, and with 5 - 7 participants in each group. Participants
are asked to bring cases for the breakout groups and the master-class. The supervision
can be from both individual and group supervisory work.
We welcome participants from Denmark and from abroad who are trained as psychotherapists and/or Jungian psychoanalysts and have worked in clinical practice for at
least three years. We welcome also those therapists and analysts who have begun to
supervise and would like to learn more.

The DSAP Certificate and Diploma in Supervision
Organized by DSAP and the Jung Institute, Copenhagen

Programme
09.30 – 09:45 Welcome and Introduction
09:45 – 10:55 Presentation by Jan Wiener
11:00 – 12:30 Breakout groups
12:30 – 13:00 Lunch
13:00 – 14:25 Masterclass by Jan Wiener
14:30 – 16:00 Breakout groups
16:00 – 16:30 Plenary and close

Working with Difficult Supervisees
As supervisors, we generally find ourselves lucky enough to work with some gifted
supervisees where there is a supervisory space in which to work creatively together
in the service of patients and the patient/therapist relationship. On other occasions, we find ourselves working with supervisees who cannot use supervision as
a place to learn and develop and where difficulties arise within the supervisor/
supervisee relationship. This day will begin with a presentation from Jan Wiener
about some of the difficulties that can arise in supervision and how best to think
about them. Participants are encouraged to bring examples of their difficult supervisees which can be explored in the breakout groups in the morning and afternoon
as well as in the Masterclass, led by Jan Wiener, where the cases can be explored
together within a large group setting.
Jan Wiener is a Training Analyst and Supervisor at the Society of Analytical
Psychology in London. Until recently, she was Director of Training there. She
was Vice President of the IAAP from 2010 until 2013 with special responsibility for Developing Groups and Router Programmes in Eastern Europe. She
has given papers and Masterclasses on the theme of supervision in the UK and
in many other countries across the world. Her book on supervision, Supervising
and Being Supervised: A Practice in Search of a Theory, edited with Richard
Mizen and Jenny Duckham, was published by Palgrave Macmillan in 2003.

Practical Information
The one-day Supervision Course takes
place online. The language is English.
Members of DSAP and IAAP can participate in the Supervision Course for a
Member Fee. Individual Members of
IAAP from Developing Groups and
Group Members in Central and Eastern
Europe can attend for a special fee.

DSAP / IAAP Members: DKK 800
(EUR 100)
Guests: DKK 1.000 (EUR 135)
IMs etc.: DKK 350 (EUR 50)

Registration is binding and must be done via
email to adm@cg-jung.dk incl. information about name and possible membership
and simultaneous bank-transfer to:

Danske Bank
Reg. no. 1551, Account no. 1594907
IBAN: DK4630000001594907
BIC/Swift: DABADKKK

Please note: ”Supervision” and your name.

Registration must be before Oct 24.
For further information please contact
adm@cg-jung.dk

